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Linear wave conversion at electron cyclotron resonance is conside-
red in a large number of papers (for example / I / and references therein).
Nonlinear wave conversion at electron cyclotron resonance is significantly
less investigated / 2 , 3 / , Here, the conversion of extraordinary and ordinary
pump wave into two parametrically excited longitudinal plasma waves is con-
sidered. The couplings of upper hybrid (UH) electron Bernstein (EB) and ob-
liquely propagating electron cyclotron waves (OEC) with low 1S(L) or high
frequency IS(H) ion-sound waves are studied. Thresholds and maximum para-
metric increments for these processes are given.

In the nonlinear phase of development of parametric instabilities,
cascade processes / 4 / , which are based on collisional mechanism of dissipa-
tion of parametrically excited plasma waves, are studied. Based on this satu-
ration mechanism, the anomalous collision frequencies and anomalous absor-
ption lengths are evaluated. Finally, the comparison of linear and nonlinear
plasma absorption processes is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heating of plasma at electron cyclotron resonance in tokamak /5,€/,
octapoles /?/ and bumpy torii / 8 / atracts a great attention due to the possibi-
lity of further plasma heating and modification of current profile in tokamaks
/ 9 / . Interaction of high-frequency electromagnetic radiation with plasmas at
electron cyclotron resonance could be also used as prime plasma production
source./10/. All of these investigations are mainly motivated by significant
advance in girotrons (electron-cyclotron maseçû technology / l l / . Up-to-date
papers mainly dealt with linear theory in reference to the external pump f\f
(linear mode conversion or linear electron-cyclotron resonance heating LECRH).

The electric field intensities of contemporary gyrotrons, however,
are sufficient for appearence of parametric processes in tokamak plasmas.
It is to be noted that parametric processes are not only important because
of the possibility of nonlinear plasma heating but, as well, because they can •
significantly change the conditions in the domain of linear resonance.

In papers dealing with LECRH is shown that both ordinary (O) and
extraordinary (X) electromagnetic waves could be used for plasma heating
if. they are launched at appropriate angle to a toroidal magnetic field Bt. In
opened systems/8/without plasma preheating by other means IF- SZc^^i.
( S2c - -Éïjj- electron «ciOTMtJ frequency and u5fe_ electron plasma
frequency) the main part of the energy was transfered to resonant electrons
which were accelerated up to the relativistic velocities. If the tokamak plas-
ma is preheated Mv> !ile.5cWfc_a bulk plasma heating at electron cyclotron
resonance was TX»ilNAViT/5'/.̂ LS0|<3etailed numerical analyses .NtfASgiven. The
linear heating of high density toroidal plasma (&t ^Wfe. ) v/A%considered in
/ 1 2 / . In that paper a propagation of X-mode launched quasi-perpendicular
with respect to B from the inside of the torus and propagation of O-mode laun-
ched obliquely to Bt from the outside of the torus is considered. It was shown
that both O and X-mode are finally converted into electron Bernstein modes.
They propagate to the center of the tokamak being cyclotron damped what results
in local plasma heating. In Fig. 1 (according to the réf. /12/ ) a trajectory
of O-mode propagating through tokamak plasma is shown. It could be seen that
O-mode passes through the upper hybrid (UH)
resonance layer reaching the plasma cut off
at point B. Here O-mode is linearly conver-
ted into X-rreode which propagate towards the
interior of tokamak. It reaches first turning
point C after which it propagates in opposite
direction. In second turning point D, X-mode
is linearly converted into Bernstein mode which
is further damped by linear or nonlinear mecha-
nisms.

From the example described above,
the problem faced in nonlinear electron cyclo-
tron resonance heating (NEW COULD ae EASILY

: ( for example a and b
zone at Fig. l ) at which parametric processes could be developed ( to
sufficient intensity oi pump electric field) are to be recognized. In other
words the zones where incident EM wave (O-mode, Fig. 1) and EM wave ob-
tained by linear conversionfx-mode, Fig. 1) are nonlinearly converted into
plasma waves. Further, it is to be distinguished whether through paramet-
ric processes a bulk or tail plasma heating take place. The first one is im-
portant from the aspect of plasma heating /ftff/ and second one from the
aspect of current generation in tokamak plasma / 1 5 / .



2. LINEAR THEORY (GENERAL APPROACH)

A low h ( (*> = <rigj^ ) homogeneous plasma in interaction
with the linearl} polarized driver pump in the form Ë*(t) ^ l^( t ) sin (Jujt-Sfcï?)
is considered. A long wavelength parametric excitations (k) are studied such
that K ^icle is valid so that driver pump could be treated in dipole approx-
imation. Physically, it means that we shall be interested in parametric exci-
tations which take place in the domain relatively far from the linear conver-
sion region (<00-£a. "i>WJT{ ) . In this case, linear phase o." development of
parametric instabilities is described by the nonlinear (with respect to the
external electric field) resonant mode-mode coupling dispersion relation
obtained by the known procedure / 1 6 /

HereA^Ê) and Ac^leJ are low-frequency ion and electron plasma
lities, respectively. ÊCW^SEL AND £(W-Wo,!?-&)= £_H
high-frequency magnetized plasma dielectric permitivittes. flLjs
coefficiemVwhich in the case of nornjal incidence Q fo -̂ - ÇxtcoefficiemV
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Herefpt and Iffoare Debye electron and ion radii and v is angle
1? and ïjj . In what followj^we shall consider the case of strong driver

pumps ^"^^uA^U where j i s parametric increment and <jPt_.and "l^j l i-
near damping rates of low and high frequency parametrically excited modes
of magnetized plasma. The geometry of the problem is given in Fig. 2. For
parametric increment from ( l )

7
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i s obtained. Here U70(KÔJ = (0H (£10+^(1?.), t?L= -
From (4 ) , for the thresholds of parametric excitations

is obtained.4y 0 are functions depending on the polarization of driver pump.

-2.
(6)

(7)

In the case when electron temperature (Te) is equal to the ion
temperature (Ti) what is tipical for tokamak plasmas a strong damping of
low-frequency magnetized plasma modes takes place so that instead of para-
metric decay processes described by (4) and (5) , in fact, we have induced
scattering of external field by ions (U?s= fc& ~kVri,Vs- CW) ^71= (m)
AUD W j - ion-sound wave frequency). The increment for induced scatte-
ring of external EM wave by ions has the following form < ^ \ ^ ' ^ l ^ )

The corresponding expression for the threshold could be obtained from (5)
substituting ^h W/

Fig. 2

3. NONLINEAR THEORY (GENERAL APPROACH)

As 'the saturation mechanism of the parametrically induced turbu-
lent plasma ;state, the secot.iary decays of the high-frequency magnetized
plasma mode W^OÇlJinto other high-frequency^^ Riit) magnetized plasma
mode coupled with low-frequency (ion-sound wàve)t|^l(fît') and so on, are
considered. This mechanism, as it will be shown in what follows, yields a
high absorption efficiency. In the lower hybrid frequency domain it was used in
/17 / and in the explanation of space simulation experiments in / 1 8 / . Now, the
finite wave-length of the driver pump (high-frequency longitudinal mode of mag-
netized plasma) must be taken into account. Parametric dispersion relation
describimthese cascade processes has the following form:

HereTÉ^ is the vector of the electron oscillation amplitude in the electric
field of high-frequency magnetized plasma mode and containing (toroidal)
magnetic field B .(u^Eii) are the frequency and wave vector of 1U-4h.cascade.

N *



For the parametric increment from ( 9 )

Wo do)
is obtained. We shall consider a quasistationary turbulence spectrum of N
cascades which could be described by the simple energy balance equation

jû-i En, = Tu EM, 4 i u
Here, the term \%-i. Oyi, on the left-hand side of (11) represents the power
transfered to 'ït--Ht cascade from (Il-l)-th cascade (^ji-iis parametric in-
crement of the decay process oi-i -»CH+ ̂ w ) . The power collisionally dissi-
pated within n-th cascade is described by*{ij E/^ and the power trasfered
from the n-th to (n+l)-th cascade in the decay process ln-»ln+l + Sn is
given b y ^ E ^ - i . • I I could be seen that a high frequency wave turbulence
spectrum consists of N descrete lines (Fig. 3)
placed at distance equal (jO (_. This, however,
takes place only in the case of weak turbulence
theory (̂ .aC W(_). In réf. / 2 0 / , where the ex-
citation of upper-hybrid wave was considered,
it was shown that taking into account finite
wavelength (^4" 0 ) of the external field leads
to the appearence of the "blue" lines (with
frequency higher than Wç) in turbulence spec-
trum, and to the possibility of energy trans-
fer from the domain of primary excitation to
the domain of higher frequencies. Fig. 3

Inserting the expression for parametric increment (10) into ( 11)
for the turbulence spectrum
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is obtained (Eig. 3) . From (12)
cascades U^sr is obtained.

(12)

for the total number N of

ver pump electric field power dissipated per unit volume is
„ . . „ . „., vii=Vft.-̂  where ^(Xis the anomalous collision frequency. In the case
when parametric instabilities are saturated by cascade mechanism we can
write:

2. 2-

The problem faced here is to find the intensity of electric field of first cas-
cade. For n=l, from eg. (1 ) , neglecting collisional dissipation within the
first cascade, we obtain Ifo (I*) E|*" /ftft)f
solved by means ol approximation E A.E
^-EwtÇrt.-i) A ) . Then, we obtain ^
atkmfor E4

ion d i s s p t i o
ft<)i • ™ s equation could be
(the error is minimum A-^i-^Z.

( . From the latter equ-

(14)

could be written. (Note that (14) is valid only in a quasistationary turbulence
state). Combining (14) and (13) for the nonlinearly absorbed power per unit

Ltteïf
is obtained. We shall define the anomalous absorption length as a distance
which is traversed by the external EM wave during the time of nonlinear
absorption AcaT'^;-Accordingly „

U = V ^ - ^ ^ • . (16)
Here «W-is the group velocity of the external field (In EC frequency range

Finally, let us note that in the case that primary and secondary de-
cays are of the same quality (/]\)2'!J-4 ) for E , E/j « E . i s obtained. Such a
case will be considered in what follows and was used in obtaining of .eq. 12.
The opposite case i s , for example, the primary decay of EM wave into elec-
tron cyclotron wave coupled with ion-sound wave and secondary decay INTO
electron cyclotron waves, T H A S is possible in the short wave length region
/ 2 1 / AND , in this paper, is excluded.

4. CONCRETE NONLINEAR CONVERSION PROCESSES

Spectrum of longitudinal oscillations of fully ionized (electron-ion)p g
magnetized plasma is described by the following dispersion relation / 2 2 /
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k) where Toi is Bessel's function of the order "n"
0 ( )

Collisional dissipation of magnetized plasma eigen modes is given by:

In the long wave-length region ( kfe*-i- E-̂ pe - ^ L. ) from (17) the following
dispersion relation

(20)

could be obtained. When plasma is strongly magnetized ( S^lçyf ^çe. ) from
(20) we obtain two high-frequency oscillation branches - oblique electron
cyclotron wave ( OEC ) and oblique Langmuir wave ( OLW)

(OEC)

00 COS©

(21)

(22)

Tokamak plasma heating by parametric excitation of oblique Langmuir waves
was considered in / 2 3 / . In the case of perpendicular propagation frequency
spectrum (21) is reduced to the upper-hybrid branch. Perpendicularly propa
gating are, also, electron (EB) Bernstein modes with the following frequency
spectrum and dielectric permitivity :

Uj V
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(23)

(24)

In the low-frequency domain we have high-frequency ion-sound wave IS(H)
(U)=teVs ) , low-frequency ion-^ound wave IS(L) (W = fcWSg-Vs ) , ion-Bernstein
mode (IB) (W*.W.lSi;lf }+ W W exp( - l e f r f in \ ) and lower-hybrid wave (LH)
( w ^U!fC(,+ - ^ f H . ) . " ^ U * ' I

In Table I the maximum parametric increments for some character
ristic nonlinear conversion processes are given in the case of normal inciden-
ce of O and X driver pumps. It is evident that in a model of homogeneous plas-
ma nonlinear processes at electron cyclotron resonance are most effectively

induced by X driver pump. Table T could be used to obtain anomalous collision
frequencies for each chanel of nonlinear conversion; In the case of decay
•t—v EB+ XS(y)for anomalous absorption length ( la.r" )

is obtained. For driver-pump irradiances of about ~X_T^ K00 ' yjj_i. •
Tè.'v4-5WV|MeAlO ÎÛC AWD Bt ̂ S"—\0T , UXamounts to a value of seve-
ral WN1 what is the wave-length of gyrotron. Taking into account other effects,
for example, inhorr.ogeneity of plasma, leads to lower values toryb . Anyway,
for CflLthe values of the order of several cm are to be expected what i s much
less than the dimensions of type B and type C tokamaks / 1 3 / . In that sence it
could be concluded that parametric frequency range (esspecially excitation of
electron Bernstein mode) leads to the efficient nonlinear absorption of the
external radiation and accordingWo plasma heating.

0

5. CONVECTION OF PARA METRICALLY EXCITED WAVES

Energy balance equation ( 4l ) is valid only in the case when instabi-
lities are absolute. In the opposite case the convection term

2.
n (26)

is to be added at the right-hand side of eg. ("M ) . JÂviK. could be find by sol-
lving eg. ( ̂ ) for a given frequencies. In the case of excitation of low- fre -
quency mode which is heavily damped I ^ f e ' v '\ui\, • *n t n a t case the con-
vection of waves docs not play significant role. For stronger driver pumps
such that /f0> ^ 1 J L I siw J 1^1 i s v a l i d i parametric decay insta-
bilities are absolute. So, me validity of the theory presented with respect
to the driver pump electric field intensities is restricted by the condition
(the demand of the weak turbulence theory is also included)

(27)

6. CONCLUSION

From the presented theory based on simple physical model it could
be concluded that under the condition (27) parametric processes at electron-
cyclotron frequeny range play significant role in heating of tokamak plasmas.
A significant enhancement of bulk plasma heating in region not too far from
the linear conversion region if S2e.»Ujp^anil in zones a and b (Fig. 1) when
51«^Wpe,, is to be expected in heating experiments.



TABLE I . MAXIMUM PARAMETRIC INCREMENTS (NORMAL INCIDENCE)
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